AMP ACTIVATES THE TECHNANCIAL COMPANY AND CQG’S HOSTED REAL TIME RISK
MANAGER, TO MANAGE RISK
Tuesday, 18 October 2016: The Technancial Company (TTC) in conjunction with CQG and
AMP Global Clearing announced today that AMP Global Clearing will utilise TTC’s JANUS™
Risk Manager platform (JRM) hosted by CQG to enhance their client services with real time
risk monitoring.
Having researched and tested various risk management systems, AMP Global Clearing
chose JANUS™ Risk Manager deployed as SaaS (Software as a Service) through CQG as the
ideal platform to have for monitoring market risk exposure in real time. TTC’s JANUS™
Risk Manager’s proven solution delivers real time portfolio margin information for
thousands of client accounts, while at the same time using tailored alerts to sort and
present the most valuable feedback to risk managers and customers alike.
The JRM platform includes a range of flexible rules. In addition to which, the open
connections TTC offers to other systems provides the opportunity to link JRM alerts to
trading platform kill switches, for use in critical situations where manual intervention
could result in costly delays. The CQG trading platform will now facilitate kill switch and if
needed auto liquidation triggered by the account information in JRM.
Mirko Marcadella, MD of The Technancial Company, said: “TTC’s JANUS™ Risk Manager,
hosted by CQG offers the advantage of immediate interoperability for CQG Trader users,
as well as a single place to view risk across multiple trading platforms, unlike other less
cost effective Risk and Surveillance solutions. One of the few trading platform
independent systems available, it is a trusted, tested and credible fast and neutral referee
in an increasingly complex and time sensitive global business. AMP will continue to be
positioned competitively in the market, where good risk management is critical.”
Dan Culp, President of AMP: “TTC JANUS™ Risk Manager’s will provide AMP a single place
to view Margin exposure continuously, and has proven its ability to process large number
of accounts and data quickly and reliably.”
Mike Glista, Director of Order Routing at CQG, added: “The plug and play deployment of
this solution, as well as its ease of use, fits well with our view that interoperability of the
best systems should be the norm.”
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About The Technancial Company Ltd.
The Technancial Company delivers advanced real-time risk management and trade
surveillance tools to global markets. The Technancial Company’s products, JANUS™ Risk
Manager, JANUS™ Margin Engine and JANUS™ Trade Surveillance, are used by global
institutions across markets, regions and asset classes to supervise their trading, market
making, DMA and HFT activities. More than 70 risk checks and more than 60 clearing
houses’ margin algorithms are supported by the JANUS™ Platform and can be used in pretrade, post-order (at-trade) and post-trade to manage market, credit and operational risks
in low latency environments.
The company is headquartered in London and has offices in Chicago, Hong Kong and Milan.
For more information please visit http://technancial.com/
About AMP Global Clearing
AMP Global Clearing is a Chicago-based Futures Commission Merchant (FCM) providing
access to the global electronic futures markets for Individual Traders, US & Foreign
Introducing Brokerages, CTAs, 3rd Party & API Developers.
For more information please visit www.AMPFutures.com
About CQG
CQG provides high-performance trade routing, global market data, and advanced technical
analysis. CQG partners with more than one hundred Futures Commission Merchant
environments and provides Direct Market Access to more than forty-five exchanges
through its global network of co-located Hosted Exchange Gateways. CQG's server-side
order management tools for spreading, market aggregation, and smart orders are
unsurpassed for speed and ease-of-use. CQG's market data feed consolidates more than
seventy-five sources, including exchanges worldwide for futures, options, fixed income,
foreign exchange, and equities as well as data on debt securities, industry reports, and
financial indices. CQG has received the Prop Traders' ISV of the Year award from FOW, the
Best Technical Analysis Platform award from The Technical Analyst, and its multi-asset
trading platform, CQG One, was named Best Product for Traders by Finance Magnates.
CQG is headquartered in Denver, Colorado with sales and support offices worldwide.

For more information please visit http://www.cqg.com/
For further information or press enquiries, please contact:
Mirko Marcadella, The Technancial Company - m.marcadella@technancial.com
Alex Lamb, The Technancial Company - a.lamb@technancial.com
Marc Prema-Ratner, MPRC Global - marc@m-prconsulting.com
Charles Thakker, MPRC Global - charles@m-prconsulting.com
AMP Contacts - trading@ampclearing.com
Kelsea Michael - kelsea@kmichaelpr.com
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